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Abstract 
An asymptotic error expansion for Gauss-Legendre quadrature is derived for an integrand with an endpoint 
singularity. It permits convergence acceleration by extrapolation. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
We consider the approximation of the linear functional 
1 
by the Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula with n nodes, which we denote by G,(f). The error 
functional is 
E. ( f )  = A( f )  - G.( f ) .  
For analytic integrands f, the error of Gauss quadrature in general and Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature in particular is usually estimated using a contour integral representation; see I-4] and 
references cited therein. A result of this analysis is that for analytic integrands the convergence of
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Gauss quadrature is at least geometric with n. As this kind of analysis is also applied in this paper, 
we recall its principle in a preliminary section. 
We consider integrands with an endpoint singularity 
f (x)  = (1 -- xyg(x) (Ol(e) > -- 1), (1) 
where g(x) is analytic in a complex open set containing the interval [ - 1, 1]. For such integrands, 
the convergence of Gauss-Legendre quadrature is much slower than for analytic integrands. In [5], 
Kzaz accelerates for such integrands the convergence of Gauss-Legendre (and also Gauss-Jacobi) 
quadrature by extrapolation. The validity of the extrapolation follows from an asymptotic estimate 
of the error as n tends to oe. This asymptotic estimate isobtained from an integral representation f 
the error for integrands with an endpoint singularity. (Kzaz also considers ingularities close to the 
integration i terval but puts somewhat more restrictive conditions on g.) In this paper, we refine his 
result by deriving the following asymptotic expansion of the error. 
Theorem 1. For an integrand of  type (1), the error admits the following asymptotic expansion: 
En(f)  "~ alh "+ x + a2h ~+ 2 + ... , 
where 
h = (n + ½)-2 
and where the coefficients al, a2, ... depend on ~ and g but not on n. 
(2) 
Given Gn(f) for an increasing sequence of values of n, this asymptotic expansion permits further 
acceleration of the convergence than the asymptotic estimate of the error. A suitable xtrapolation 
algorithm is the W-algorithm of Sidi [11], which is for this particular asymptotic expansion 
equivalent to the more general E-algorithm but more economical than it; see, e.g., 1-2] for more on 
extrapolation methods. 
This asymptotic error expansion resembles the asymptotic error expansion for composite rules 
[6-8, 10, 13-1. In the case of composite rules however, h represents he length of the subintervals and 
hence h = O(1/n), where n is the total number of nodes of the composite rule, whereas in 
Theorem 1 we have more advantageously h = O(1/n2). In addition, in the case of composite rules, 
the other endpoint produces additional terms in the error expansion. 
The exposition of the paper is as follows. After the preliminary section, we derive in Lemma 1, 
along the same lines as in 1-5-1, an integral expression for the error. Then, we give in Lemma 2 an 
asymptotic expansion for the error kernel, valid near the singularity. This expansion isobtained from 
asymptotic expansions for the Legendre polynomials and the functions of the second kind derived in 
[3, 9-1. Bringing the results of the lemmas together we obtain the proof of the above theorem. Finally, 
the result is extended to logarithmic singularities and numerical examples are given. 
2. The error representation in case of an analytic integrand 
For the Cauchy kernel function 
1 
Cz(X) - (z ~ C\ [  - 1, 1]), 
Z- -X  
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G.(cz) is a Pad6 approximant of A(cz) about z = ~,  so that the error admits the representation 
Q.(z) 
E.(cz) - - -  --: e.(z), 
P,(z) 
where P,(z) represents the Legendre polynomial of degree n and Q,,(z) the function of the second 
kind 
Q.(z) = A(P, cz). 
For a funct ionf that  is analytic in a complex open set containing the interval [ - 1, 1], we have 
the Cauchy representation 
f(x) = ~ f(z)cz(x) dz, 
where F is a contour surrounding the interval [ - 1, 1]. An interesting choice for F is the ellipse 
{z } = - " l~ l  = r , 
where r > 1 is chosen sufficiently small so that f is analytic on and inside it. The Cauchy 
representation i duces the following integral representation of the error: 
E.~)  = ~ f(z)e.(z)dz. (3) 
From the uniform asymptotic behavior of the error kernel (cf., e.g., [1]) 
e,(z) = O(1/r 2~*1) (z ~ ~r) (4) 
and the error expression (3) with F = Cr, it follows that the convergence of Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature formulas is at least geometric with n. 
3. An integral representation of the error 
Lemma 2. Suppose the integrand f is as in (1). Then for a sufficiently small p > 0, we have the 
following expression for the error: 
E,(f) = f£ xZ~+lh(x2)e,(coshx)dx + O(e -t2~÷ 1)p), (5) 
where 
sin(ctn)fcoshx--1)~sinhx X 
h(x 2) = n ~k X2 ' - -  g(c°sh x) 
is an analytic function on the interval [0, p]. 
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Proof. By assumption, g(z) is analytic on and inside the ellipse 8r for some sufficiently small r > 1. 
We regard f (x )  as the limit of 
f (x) = (c  - 
as c ---, 1 +.  f~ is analytic in a neighborhood of [ -  1, 1], so that the error admits the integral 
representation 
1 ~r E.(f~) = ~ fc(z) e.(z) dz, 
c ,~ 
where ~ is a small positive number and Fc,~ represents the closed contour in the complex plane cut 
along the line [c, + ~[  that consists of the following consecutive curves: 
FI,~,~: z = t, where t increases from c + e to ½ (r + r-1). 
/'2: z = ½(re it + r = le-  it), where t varies from 0 to 2n. 
F3,~,~:z = t, where t decreases from ½(r + r -1) to c + e. 
/'4,~,~ :z = c + ee-it, where t varies from 0 to 27r. 
As e tends to 0, the integral along F4,~,~ tends to zero and the integrals along Fl,c,~ and F3,¢,~ con- 
verge to the integrals along Fl,~,o =: Fl.c and F3,~,o =: F3,~ respectively. Hence, in the limit as 
-o 0 +, we have 
E.(fc) = ~ o f~(z)en(Z) dz, 
where F~ consists of the curves FI,~, Fz and F3,~. As 
e. (x )~ - ½10g(x -1 )  asx-o l+,  
see e.g. [12], the integrals along Fl,c and F3,~ converge, as c -o 1 +,  to the integrals along F1,1 =: F1 
and/3 ,1  =:/'3 respectively. Hence, in the limit as c -o 1 +,  we have 
14 E. ( f )  = ~ f (z )  e.(z) dz, 
dr 
where/" consists of the curves/ '1, / '2 and/ '3.  According to (4), we have 
( )  0 1 2~i 2 f (z )  e.(z) dx  = 
and the integrals along the curves /'1 and /'3 can be written as an integral on the interval 
[1,½(r + r - l ) ] ,  so that 
E. ( f )  sin(~rQ f(,+,-')/2 O(  1 ) = (z -- 1)~9(z)e.(z)dz + ~ . 
Substituting r = e p and z = cosh x in this equation, we obtain (5). [] 
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4. An asymptotic expansion for the error kernel 
In I-3, 9], asymptotic expansions are derived for classes of functions including P. (cosh x) and 
Q. (cosh x). These expansions involve the modified Bessel functions Iv(x) and Kv(x). The proof is 
based on regarding the (suitably transformed) Legendre differential equation satisfied by P. and 
Q. for large values of n as a perturbation of the (suitably transformed) modified Bessel differential 
equation. The expansions can be written in the form 
- -  P,(coshx)= Io(ux) 1+ ~ Aj(x2)'~-~ ./ +x  II(ux ) ~" Bj(x2) + Io(ux)O 1 (6) 
j= 1 u2(J- 1) 
,cos  , • • 
-Ko(ux) ( l+  ~ A i (xZ) ) -XK l (ux  ) ~ Bj(x2) ( 1 ) - j=l u2J / j=l u2~J -x) + Ko(ux)O u~S+ 1 , (7) 
whereby 
U ---- n q.- 1 ' 
Aj(x) and Bj(x) are analytic functions on [0, + ~ [and the O(1/uZm+a)-terms hold uniformly on 
each interval of the form (0, p]. 
Lemma 3. Suppose p > O, u = n + ½ and m is a nonneoative integer. Then for 0 < x ~ up we have 
uniformly 
e"(c°shX)-K°(x)(110(x) + O(~)) ,  (8, 
and for 0 < x <<. x//up we have uniformly 
e, cosh u - Io(x) ---u --2- + "'" + ~ + 0 ~ , (9) 
where each ej(x) is a continuous function on [0, + oo [, such that ej(x)/(1 + x) 2j is bounded. 
Proof. Dividing (7) by (6) and replacing x by x/u, we obtain 
( 1AJ xe,u2, x l,x,. B x ,u2, (o  1 )) Ko(x) 1 + y~'= + ( x~= u 2j ~J=l  u 2j 
% J e, cosh u Io(x) 1 + y.j= u2J -r" ~ ~.~j= 1 U2 j + 
(10) 
where the O(1/u2m+l)-terms hold uniformly for 0 < x <~ up. In particular for m = O, we have (8). 
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For an analytic function dp(x z) on [0, p],  we have by its Taylor expansion that 
(x~2z~ x 2 x 2k ( 1 ) 
~b\u ,/=~bo+~b,~-2+ ... + ~bk~-T~ +O ~ , (11) 
uniformly for 0 < x < w/~.  Applying this to the functions Aj and Bj in (10), we obtain after 
reordering the terms 
x (12) 
- -  O 1 ' en coshu Io(x) l+Yj=l u2S +~Yj :17  + u ~m+l 
where a s and b s are polynomials of degree < j  and the O(1/u2m+l)-terms hold uniformly for 
0 < x ~< w/-up. The functions xKl(x)/Ko(x) and Xll(X)/Io(x) are continuous on [0, + oe [ and 
asymptotically equivalent to x as x ~ + o0. Dividing the asymptotic expansions in (12), we 
obtain (9). [] 
5. P roo f  o f  Theorem 1 
In the integral in (5), we substitute x by x/u and subsequently split the integration region in two 
parts 
1 (x2) (x )  
__ xZa+lh  cosh u E,(f) u2~,+1 ) ~-7 e, dx + O(e -zu°) 
_ +1 X2 X 
u2,~+~)f? vx2~ h(-~)en(c°shu)dX 
l lUOx2~+lh(~']e,(coshX']dx+O(e-2U°). (13) 
-~- U2(~t+ 1) ~p \U  // \ U// 
Using (8) and the fact that h(xZ/u 2) is bounded on the integration region, we can bound the second 
integral in (13) as follows: 
lh -  cosh u dx X2a+ X -2 X dx/~ p N2 en f°o Ko(X). : 0 X 291(a) + 1 
As 
Ko(x)  ~, e -  2x 
Io(x) as x -* + 0% 
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we can further simplify this bound 
xZg~(~)+1h en cosh dx -- O xZ~(~)+le-ZXdx 
p p 
(C ) = O e -~dx = O(e -~°) .  
kd~p / 
In the first integral of (13), we replace the error kernel by its uniform expansion (9) and h(x2/u 2) by 
its uniform Taylor expansion (11). We then obtain the following uniform expansion for the 
integrand, where the functions Oi(x) are continuous and have polynomial growth 
1 (X 2) ( X )  = x2~+IKo(x)( t]l~_) ~12m(X ) O ( 1 ) )  
X 2~t + h ~-~ e, cosh u Io(x) @o(X) + - -  + -" ÷ u4--------W- + u2--2W~ • 
Integrating termwise, we have 
,3o 1 X2 X c 
- ~ - -  dx + 0 dx -- / X2~(~) + 1 
j=O bl2j JO Io[X) g~m+ l JO to(X) 
2m 1 fi' 2~'+*'" K°(X)d ( ) 0  1 
j = o u2J 
In the last step the extension of the integration region to [0, + ~)  was justified since 
X2°l+ll/~(X) i--i~OX = O e-Xdx = O(e-'/;P). 
P p 
Altogether we have shown that 
2m 1 X2O~ +1"" " Ko(x). 0 1 E,(f) = Z 1) ~tx) i--i-~ax + j=O U20"+~+ ~/2m+"2a+3 " 
As m can be chosen arbitrarily large, this establishes the asymptotic expansion (2). [] 
6. Logar i thmic  singularities 
An integrand of the form 
f(x) = log(1 -- x)(1 - x)~g(x) (~R(~) > - 1), 
can be regarded as the derivative of 
f=(x): = (1 - x)=g(x) 
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with respect o the parameter z at z = c~. By Cauchy's formula 
1 fz(x) 
f (x )=~ z -~ l=, (z -~)2dz  (0<e).  
Applying Fubini's theorem, we thus have for sufficiently small e 
1 E,(f)z) dz (0 < e < 9t(a) + 1). En(f) = ~ z-~l=~ (z - ct) 2 
For f i  we have established in Theorem 1 the error expansion 
E,(fz) = ~ ai(z)h z+j + O(h ~(z)+m+ 1).
j= l  
From the proof of this theorem it follows that the aj are analytic functions of z for 9~(z) > - 1 and 
that the term O(h ~(z) + m + 1) holds uniformly for z satisfying: - 1 < c ~< 9t(z) ~< d < + ~.  Therefore, 
we have 
~ 1 ~1 ~ aJ(z'hZ+J O(1  ~1 z h~(~)+m+l ) = ~ - -~ dz + e2 Idzl En( f )  ~ - ~1 -~ - ~t 
j= l  =~ =e 
= ~ (a~(~) -- aj(~)log (h))h ~+j + O(h ~l~)-' + m + 1). 
j= l  
As m can be chosen arbitrarily large, we have the asymptotic expansion 
E~(f) ~ ~ (a~(~) -- aj(a)log (h))h ~ +J. 
j= l  
When , = O, f~ is analytic, whence ai(O ) = 0 for all j. For the integrand f, with a logarithmic 
singularity, the error expansion then reduces to 
E~(f) ,-~ ~ a~(O)h j. 
j= l  
7. Numerical examples 
As a first example we consider the integrand 
fl(x) = (1 - x)-°'Se ~, 
with 
A(fl) = ~ erf(x/~) = 2.2994037497148 . . . .  
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Fig. 1. Precision of Gauss-Legendre quadrature formulas and extrapolations for the integrand fl (circles) and precision 
of Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formulas for the same integral (stars). 
According to Theorem 1, the Gauss-Legendre quadrature formulas admit the asymptotic expan- 
sion 
al a2 
G,(f l )  "~ A( f l )  (n + ½)2(~ +,) - (n + ½)2(~ +2) . . . .  
The quadrature formulas are evaluated for n = nl, n2, The extrapolated estimate E (k) satisfies . . . .  n /  
the linear system of equations 
Gnu(f1) = ~n,P(k) X1 Xk (n +½)2(~+1) (n +!~2(~+k),2j j = l -  k , l -  k + l, ... ,l, 
in the unknowns E (k) ,,, x~, ... ,xk and is efficiently computed by the W-algorithm. The circles in 
Fig. 1 show the precision of G,(fl) and of the extrapolated estimates. The stars in Fig. 1 show the 
precision of the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula w.r.t, the weight (1 - x) - °5  applied to the 
analytic function e x. The precision is expressed as minus the logarithm with base l0 of the absolute 
value of the relative error. The circles on the lowest line give the precision of G,(fl) at 
n = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 16, 23, 32, 46, 64, 90 and the circles on the subsequent lines give the precision of 
the extrapolated estimates E(. k), k = 1, 2, 3, 4. As already mentioned in the introduction, the 
Gauss-Jacobi quadrature applied to an analytic function has at least geometric onvergence with 
n. This is clearly superior to the convergence of G,(fl) and its extrapolations. 
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Fig. 2. Precision of Gauss-Legendre quadrature formulas and extrapolations for the integrand f2. 
As a second example, we consider the integrand with a logarithmic singularity 
rE(x) =-  log (~-~) (2  -- x) -2 
with A(f2) = log(3)/2 = 0.54930614433405 . . . . In this case we have as shown in previous ection, 
an error expansion i  integer powers of h = (n + ½)- 2. The extrapolation algorithm is then classical 
Richardson extrapolation. The results are shown in Fig. 2. We have not compared these results 
with Gauss quadrature formulas w.r.t, the weight - log (x - 1/2) applied to the analytic function 
(2 - x)-2, because these Gauss quadrature formulas are not so easily constructed. 
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